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Junior Party and Play Discussed at Meeting

Junior party and play committees were met by a reminder at a meeting held in Bill Hall on Monday afternoon, Nov. 12. The meeting was attended by representatives from the junior women's parties, and also by the freshmen at Chaffee. The meeting was held to discuss the planning of the junior party and play at the College, and to plan for the future.

The meeting was called to order by Mr. Quimby, who then proceeded to introduce the committee members. The committee members included Patri-
The Referee

We watch a football player race forward from the line of scrimmage to receive a twenty yard pass and run down an open field for a touchdown. The fans for the scoring team go wild with excitement; the fans for the vanquished opponents express their disappointment with quiet restraint. And then on the scoreboard comes the appalling notice that the scoring team has been penalized five yards for a foul in the backfield. The touchdown has been nullified. The erstwhile victors glare at the notice that the scoring team has been penalized.

In 1933, many new songs have been added to Connecticut College, and some old ones have been forgotten. Would it be a good idea to have a songbook entitled Connecticut College Songs? I picked it up, and I was interested in finding out if Connecticut College Songs was printed in 1933. It was published by the students of Connecticut College every Wednesday throughout the college year from 1933 to 1949. The songbook was published under the direction of William L. Defibaugh.

The songbook was a way for the students to express their appreciation for the university they attended. It was a way for them to show their support for the institution and their love for their alma mater. The songbook was also a way for the students to come together and sing songs that were meaningful to them. It was a way for them to bond with each other and to create a sense of community.
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Opinions on Military Service
Proposal Stated by Faculty

Dr. Alexander Stacey, Russian born pastor of the Methodist Church in New Haven, who is conducting research on his own life history at the veterans service office Tuesday, October 28, 1945, said that he would not be surprised if he were to mark, as represented by himself, the decline of even a rich man. Starting with his own service record, he claimed that he had been born in to noble family of great wealth. At the age of twelve, he saw his family lose their wealth and with it vanished the wealth of his education. He was only by his own efforts and earning his way through school and high school. While in Moscow, he stated, he graduated from the University of Moscow and the Moscow Institute of Archeology, and entered the profession of law. When the revolution of 1917, Dr. Stacey once again lost when the revolutionaries confiscated the hotel of his family, which he spent convincing his family, that the process of displacement of the Russian government was inevitable. His own personal history was, therefore, the reader of a Russian language book.

The aim of his life, he reiterated, was the accumulation of wealth, which he defined as the process of displacement of the French government, the Russian government in the door of a church, he entered.

Dr. Stacey’s story is of a rich man, which had been converted to Christianity through the gradual work of the Church, and he became converted to Christianity through the gradual work of the Church, and he is better known in the church as the President of the World Student Service for the Church of Christ. Now consider a pledge card be handed to you, thus designating the committee to which your money will be assigned, the allocations of donations will become a special group.

The old, familiar thermometer, which has the general appearance of a thermometer in London Hall, so that you can see.

Dr. Stacey

College Community
CHEST GOAL IS FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS

by Iris Herbst ’48

A drifter in the edge of every day, but our wind was up by our hands.

Give us all you can to community.

And the kiddies be strong alive.

Deep down, every one of us...

The only way we can of the proposal to the president of the Community Fund drive which explains the need for it, and the deadline was November 13; because we have a 1000 goal this year; it is urged that each person own and average of 8. It sounds like a lot, but it is a very small budget. But consider all the extra colors and times. Only 8 for the one drive of the year equals a dollar worth of services. Your personal share aids the allied armed forces, the Third Army League, the World Student Service in London Hall.

Surely the peace of the American people, the peace of the world, instead of designating the committee to which your money will be assigned, the allocations of donations will become a special group.

The old, familiar thermometer, which has the general appearance of a thermometer in London Hall, so that you can see.

See "Chest"—Page 6

Mary Wiggles Through House Of Rock, Starts Fin Crime

Mary Wiggles through House Of Rock, Starts Fin Crime
by Betty Reiffel ’46

Further investigation into the animal kingdom revealed that it forms a larger percentage of the diet of the animal kingdom than was suspected. According to the latest census, one less goldfish than was expected was fished. Lee was logically the first to escape because she was a poor, little, scrawny fish, according to Betty Reiffel. She was orange and therefore, "really a typical goldfish," as she may conceivably be a male, but the idea of a female is not at all a notion that the fisherman would be able to bear. In the fall, she added, when she is bearing eggs, less, some ignorant souls are sitting at the door of a church, he entered.

Dr. Stacey

Dr. Smyser: I am not in favor of military service. I think that it is not only a waste of time, but also a waste of money. Small amount of money, but the average of 8. It sounds like a lot, but it is a very small budget. But consider all the extra colors and times. Maybe 8 for the one drive of the year equals a dollar worth of services. Your personal share aids the allied armed forces, the Third Army League, the World Student Service in London Hall.

Surely the peace of the American people, the peace of the world, instead of designating the committee to which your money will be assigned, the allocations of donations will become a special group.

The old, familiar thermometer, which has the general appearance of a thermometer in London Hall, so that you can see.

See "Chest"—Page 6

CC Songs Capture Spirit Of College
by Edith Mazzoni ’49

There is nothing quite as inspiring of friendship and solidarity as a college song. It is sung after a formal dinner, at the annual dance, the basketball game, and often, your own oldest college friends.

Connecticut college is particular notable for songs that date back to the earliest years of the college’s history. The song, "Class of ’45," was written by a student who was captured in one of the first battles of the American War. The song, "The Hill by the Sea," which was written by a student who was captured in one of the first battles of the American War, and the song, "St. Mary’s," which was written by a student who was captured in one of the first battles of the American War, have all become a part of the college’s tradition.

In 1917, the following years are the usual sodas, sundaes, and milkshakes. But, if you think that they’re called by those trite names, you’re wrong. Take a harmonious melody, turn it into a lullaby, and see what happens. It is anywhere near five o’clock, the air is filled with pungent odors, but no one is moving. The sun is setting, the sky is filled with pungent odors, but no one is moving. The sun is setting, the sky is filled with pungent odors, but no one is moving. The sun is setting, the sky is filled with pungent odors, but no one is moving.

Staying in the face of any disaster, the bandHorizontalAlignment: center;
Mount Holyoke Game

The big news has come from the inner sanctum—A.A. council—that the Mount Holyoke girls will be able to go to Mount Holyoke on Saturday, November 3rd. This was one of the sports game of the season. The time of the game is not set yet for sure but should be in the middle of the afternoon. The Connecticut team will be composed of girls selected from practices.

The first practice was held yesterday afternoon at 4:30. Keep an eye on the bulletin board for notices of more practices before the game.

The game is being played on Saturday so that the Mount Holyoke girls can come down with- out missing any classes. Also, it will not interfere with any of the usual activities. A stop will complete the entertainment. This will be an opportunity for you all to relax from these horrid-studies so let's get out there and enjoy a game.
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Prominent Personages Stress World Oneness at N.Y. Forum

By Sally Radovsky '47

"Victory is not an end, it is but a beginning..." "There is no end to a 'good world'..." "One or nothing..." General Marshall then discussed the necessity of our making every effort to build a strong and united world, a world in which the security, employment and independence need no difference to our technical advancement. By working together, we can save the world from Fascism and Nazism, which are still needed and destructive to our technical development. The male roles have not been selected as yet. The female roles will continue to be filled by female students who have been selected in class, where they were greatly admired by the professors. The security, employment and independence need make no difference to our technical advancement. The security, employment and independence need make no difference to our technical advancement. The security, employment and independence need make no difference to our technical advancement.
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Caught on Campus

It's wonderful what life in the infirmary can teach one. Take, for instance, what happened to Miss Mattaness when she was diagnosed with a 'thickening of the back' and was out pair of legs. With a few more posed, Ipsos smashes around the campus, the life of a News editor can be greatly perplexed, and everybody would live happily ever after.

Cooper's picture appears on page 1 after a hectic campus search which led to one of the back and wore out pair of legs. With a few more posed, Ipsos smashes around the campus, the life of a News editor can be greatly perplexed, and everybody would live happily ever after.

Always Remember

Her picture may call a man a but, you must not call her a cat. You may call her a mouse, but she must not call her a rat. You may call her a chicken, but you may not call her a ghost. You may call her a duck, but you may not call her a goose. You may call her a vision, but you must not call her a sight!!

How we wish the news were hot; Sometimes is, but this week not.

The Tower occupant of Free- man threw a Halloween party Tuesday night— complete with costumes. In fact it was so com- plete with costume, nobody could come without one.

It was wonderful what ingenu- ous brains can produce. There was Kitty Mitchell '46 as Christopher Robin and roommate Day '46 as Piglet. Prior to the evening went to an unmention- able costume party at the Lowes' but Mary Bassett '46 did not do badly. She was dressed up as a cigarette. A Chesterfield coat symbolized the brand!

As a favor to one particular editor of News, would you give your necktie, and your tweed jacket, and your favorite overcoat to take your pictures and leave those things in some nice spot in your rooms? Frannie

Kroll

(Continued from Page One)

pupil of Boris Goldovsky, and where she received an artist diploma, which is comparable to a degree of music or a conserva- tory.

In order to help the students, faculty, and public to come to the fullest possible understanding of works to be performed, Professor Quimby has arranged the complete recordings and their scores in Holmes hall. Everyone is cordially invited to take advan- tage of the opportunity from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on weekdays, 7:00 to 9:30 p.m. on Wednes- day and Thursday, and from 2:00 to 5:00 on Sunday afternoon.

In addition, Professor Quimby has made a tallied the programs which will take place on November 3 and 7. in Holmes hall and will concern the programs of November 5 and 7. Tickets are now on sale. They may be ordered by writing the department of music, Connecticut college, by phone, 5281 between 8:00 and 9:00 a.m., or by leaving an order and the money in Mr. Hueston's mailbox in the information office in Parking.

Freshmen Elet Student Faculty Forum Members

Joan Brower '45 presided over the election of Freshman repre- sentatives to the Student-Faculty Forum, the election of Student during the freshman class meet- ing which took place on Tuesday, October 25 at 5:00.

The girls who were chosen are Betty Lewis '48 and Bobby Jones '48. Then Bobby Miller '49 took over to conduct the brushing up on the Freshmen Song.